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About This Game

Eselmir and the five magical gifts is a 2D point and click adventure game inspired by the old classics of the genre. It tells the
story of Eselmir and his journey to find the five magical lost gifts of King Theoson, leading the player to explore an imaginary

world studied in every detail. An atypical and elegant fantasy made up of stories within the story, one enclosed in the other.

Story

In a vast fantasy world ruled by powerful deities and ancient spells, where people build flourishing cities, great monuments
thrive and nature is inhabited by fairies and mysterious creatures, the extraordinary story of Eselmir takes place. Eselmir, a

priest devoted to the Goddess of Time, belongs to the ancient Pirin race, demigod descendants of a fairy and a mortal who live
on the highest mountains in the east. One night, Eselmir receives a mission from his Goddess that could change the fate of

many: to find the five lost gifts of King Theoson, progenitor of the Pirin civilization, who upon his death was buried together
with his treasures in a secret place whose grave was never found again.

Features

 An engaging 2D point and click adventure game entangled with puzzles and mysticism, breathtaking landscapes and
picturesque characters.

 It is an original blend of fairy tales, inspired by ancient mythology and medieval folklore.

 It explores an entire continent with countless and flourishing civilizations including magical items and enchanted
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charming places.

 A Narratively-rich 2D point and click adventure game filled with brillant dialogues, mystery and magic.

 Dozens and dozens of puzzles and many inventory objects to collect and interact with.

 Over 170 hand-illustrated and digitally colored backgrounds, 140+ characters and 15+ hours of gameplay.

 Original soundtrack specifically composed for the game.

 40 challenging in-game achievements and several collectibles to find.

 DRM-Free.

The Pirin Saga

The concept of the game was inspired and based on texts and drawings of a young talented Swiss writer, Sebastiano B. Brocchi
who wrote a new elegant fantasy saga called "Pirin." The game is set in his own created universe. The hand made drawings are

easily recognizable with a strong personality, are of the same style used to illustrate the book made by Brocchi itself.

Summary

Genre: Point and click adventure, 2D,
fantasy

Subtitles: English, Italian
Voiceover (cutscenes only): English, Italian

Note from Developers:
Thanks for your interest in our game! We would like to make you aware in advance that "Eselmir and the five magical gifts" is a

slow-paced game with a lot of reading. For this reason, we encourage you to read reviews from the press or from other players and
watch some video walkthroughs before to buy the game.
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I really enjoy this game. I'm not sure why so many reviews are negative, but I find it to be a modern day alternative to simfarm,
which I used to love. Highly recommend if you liked that game or enjoy more of the management side of farming.. Tile
animation when you match them is making me nervous, you just can not concentrate on your stategy. very disturbing. could not
find timer - big minus.. Short but fun. I like how you can do a new game plus with your upgraded stats.. Excellent game in the
spirit of old school, but in modern execution. Twist-turn, shoot in all directions, destroy obstacles, destroy enemy tanks.
Improve your tank, destroy the bosses ...
Visually, the game looks like you're playing on a grandma's TV, but it seems like you can turn it off, but I liked it.
In general, the World of Tanks sucks without getting on his knees, that's such a cool game. mask r good
kunai is good
Kriss is a mini\/2ndary MG42
pistol crossbow is not bad but not good so its okay
WA2000 outclassed by the AR15 chambered in .308 i would say

poison is eh i rather them die quicker
i wanted a kusarigama, a melee weapon that u throw at cops and pull them 2 you with slow swing\/throw speed and bad at close
range i think that wouldve been nice.
a grapple hook wouldve also been nice for ur deployable. This isn't a "game" as much as it is a money making device for the
developers. It does not attempt to be fun... ever. It is horrifyingly repetetive. It actively screws you over repeatedly. You will feel
foolish every time you boot it up. They could've taken their interesting Asian mythological/historical world and crafted a good
story-based HOG from it and sold it for $10 apiece and people would've bought it. Instead it's this "free" game that desperately
tries to trick you out of your money rather than earn it.

EDIT: Apparently, this is no longer ftp but now costs $10. These devs have absolutely no shame. DISGRACEFUL!. who the
f*** dies after playing a game for 3 minutes?. pretty nice units, certainly for the money. It's incredibly average. Some of the
puzzles are a bit frustrating, and it's about as scary as a dead fly.

It's hard to not recommend this game since it's free, but here I am. Play it if it interests you.. A worthy sequel to the first
volume. Do keep tabs on your island, though. If you forget for too long... well, that pile of bones mocketh thee...
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For a 3.4mb game it's really fun, better buy at a sale, i'd say. Anyway, good luck and lot of patience!. This game does not adhere
to the rules of chess.
I moved a pawn forward, the AI moved it's bishop to in front of my pawn.
I could not move my pawn forward one space to take the bishop.
. tl:dr DO NOT PUT ANY MONEY INTO THIS GAME AND JUST PLAY IT FOR FREE, FALSE ADVERTISING ON
CARDS, SIDE STEPPING STEAM TAXES BY LINKING TO A PERSONAL ARTIST ACCOUNT PATREON
SUBSCRIPTION

DO NOT BUY DLC FOR THIS GAME
DO NOT BUY CARDS FOR THIS GAME UNTIL BOOSTERS ARE FREED FROM THIS HOSTAGE SITUATION

The Steam DLC doesn't count towards booster unlock.

In game only to unlock, no in game shop, only in game purchase option goes to a patreon and all discussions end with "just buy
off the market" or they'll even say, "gems", but once again, this is ignoring the very glaring problem of not being able to get the
booster unlock.

The discussion page even has a sticky post that says cards are coming...half a year ago with a n\/t = no text. Clearly, people have
booster capability and the devolper is ignoring questions on how others may also obtain it.

Not being able to unlock booster while others obviously have seals the deal, I know a racket when I see one, but just when you
thought broken and discontinued items on steam were bad enough, this is clearly misadvertised as having "trading cards" when
the low amount and high prices for the cards AND BOOSTERS clearly screams some of somebodies buddies were given the
feature so they can sell the cards while others weren't. At a ransom price for cards in general. ...30 cents for one reg card.

Is this a f2p that I can spend 40 dollars with my steam wallet or a hostage situation?

I'm going to look around for someone to make this right, but for all intents and purposes, DO NOT BUY DLC IF YOU'RE
LOOKING TO UNLOCK BOOSTER, SOMETHING IS TERRIBLY WRONG HERE AND IT STINKS.

What the actual F

Does Gabe know you're side stepping steam sales and are technically mislabeling your product?. Nitro Rage is an online
multiplayer car combat game. There seem to be no bots to play against, making for a super dull singleplayer experience. Sure
you can drive around an empty map imagining all the cool things you can do, but there was no one playing the game for me to
play a match against. The game looks good and it should for using the engine it is... the map is big... but I think that's where the
compliments end.

I differ to the "no trailer, no buy." You can also tell a lot about a game by its menu buttons and HUD. In this case its transparent
boxes with text over them. Sure they can output a game that looks great, but can't cobble together a HUD and menu buttons? It
leads me to believe they didn't make the game or just imported its assets and maps. I hate to jump to that conclusion, but there's
just not a lot to talk about with an online multiplayer only game that didn't have any multiplayer when I played it.

To the developers, if you've made it this far, add some bots please. To anyone looking to buy it, avoid it.. Mind bending puzzle
game using clones to solve stages. It's a lot of fun.

The soundtrack is good, optimization is fairly good. The main gripe i have would be the frame drops when pulling up your arms
to summon clones(assuming it has to do with rendering the different scenes), luckily it doesnt effect gameplay since it happens
prior to the action beginning.

All in all, it's a very unique game that's very fun. I would highly recomended if you enjoy puzzle games!. bought it bcs i dnt
know where to spend my money lol. One great add on! Highly detailed! I like how you have to actually start the prop with your
mouse and that you can manage you payload and even add a passenger that will talk to you. Highly recommended! You get a
few versions of the cub, you get one on skies, one on floats, and one on wheels.. I liked this better than Pillars. Being evil is
cool, and there needs to be more of this. I think the criticism of the ending is also unwarranted. I thought it was perfect. My only
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problem is we likely won't see more of this world since it didn't sell as well as they hoped, but this is worth picking up if you
enjoy isometric crpgs.. This game is written by a confused old pedophile scalie with a tickle fetish. Also includes dabbing

http:\/\/puu.sh\/tRrgK\/42c354aa6c.png. I really think this game has great potential but it needs more polish doesn't feel like a
complete game. I want more.... Only time will tell.....
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